The perfect item to implement

LeanProduction
in your company.

KANTAINER
FOR KANBAN-SYSTEMS

Workplace systems

Take full advantage of
our MiniTec modular
system.
Kanban management is the
cost-optimized and flexible management of production along the
entire value chain. This method of
production process management is
based on the pull principle.
The impulse for the job is triggered
by the downstream segment by
the return of the „Kanban“ - here
the empty container.
In combination with MiniTec‘s
assembly solutions and ergonomically optimised workstations,
this results in a complete, safe
and economical package for your
manual production.
The KanTainer is designed for
maximum space utilisation in the
warehouse while at the same time
ensuring perfect material supply at
the workplace.

KEY FEATURES
	
For a continuous Kanban system:
no decanting - no error-prone
refilling
 Total utilization of storage rack due
to foldable recessed grip
	
Ergonomically optimized recessed
grip facilitates removal
	
Transparent lid (except for ESD)
against mixing of parts
	
Lid as protection against unintended opening or loss of parts

Implement the principles of lean production by
means of Kanban control and the KanTainer.
The KanTainer offers all pre-conditions
to make storage, picking and assembly easier and reliable.
Due to the compatible system components of our extensive MiniTec
modular system, we are able to solve
nearly any manual assembly task in
an optimal way.
The KanTainer consists of the container, the fold-out recessed grip,
the dosing disc and a lid. The handy
designed recessed grip allows effortless removal of small parts.
The dosing disc can be used in two positions for simultaneous storage or
supply of complementary goods - such as connectors and screws - or for
single container Kanban.
At the same time, this divider can be used as a dosing disc. Herefore, the
lower half is simply removed. The resulting dosing disc is inserted in the
desired position into the provided guide grooves. The transparent, adjustable disc enables the operator to dose the trickle and visually check whether
there are any remaining quantities of the previous job in the container.
The lid protects the goods from dirt and mixed parts during transport and
storage. At the same time, the lid serves as a protection against unintended
opening of the gripper. Thanks to its closed design, the KanTainer offers up
to 25% more storage volume than common storage boxes.

	
Secure stacking via locating pins
and loops
	Transparent dosing disc (except for
ESD): easy detection of remaining
quantities
	Dosing disc prevents uncontrolled
trickling out of small parts
	
Holding mechanism on the rear side
of the container
	
Double-sided labelling
	
Bottom guide rail for longitudinal
and transverse transport

 Dimensions: 175x126x88mm
Top Load: 50kg
Load capacity: 5kg
Temperature resistant: -20° - +90
Material: polypropylene, polystyrene
	
Basalt grey (RAL 7012)
Item no. 32.0870/0
	
Orange (RAL 2004)
Item no. 32.0870/1
	
Black ESD capable
Item no. 32.0870/5
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Item no.: 95.0019/1-V1

	
Simple content control

